Abstract. We present THEMIS-A plasma, magnetic field, and energetic particle observations of long period (11-36 min) irregular compressional pulsations in the dawnside magnetosphere from 0800 to 1224 UT on 7 November 2007. We demonstrate that the pulsations maintain thermal and magnetic pressure balance, then employ finite gyroradius techniques to determine wave properties from the gyrophase distributions of 5-10 keV ions. The waves generally move sunward at velocities ~10 km s -1 with the background plasma convection flow. Wavelengths range from 6700 to 23300 km, corresponding to azimuthal wavenumbers m from 18 to 76.
Introduction
Compressional pulsations with periods ranging from 100 to more than 600s are common in the equatorial morning and afternoon magnetosphere at distances beyond L = 8 where the plasma ß is large. At dusk they occur during geomagnetically disturbed intervals, are associated with plasma injections, and propagate westward (sunward) at the 10-20 km s -1 gradient-curvature drift velocities expected for 10-30 keV ions. At dawn they occur during quiet intervals and move eastward (sunward) with phase velocities close to the plasma convection velocity [Vaivads et al., 2001] . Wave periods may [Baumjohann et al., 1987; Constantinescu, O. D. et al., 2009] or may not [Woch et al., 1990] increase with increasing radial distance, corresponding to decreasing magnetic field strength.
Because the pulsations modulate the flux of suprathermal particles [e. g., Kokubun, 1977] , finite gyroradius techniques can be used to sense the motion of wave fronts past the observing spacecraft, determine propagation velocities in the plane perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field, and then determine wavelengths and wave numbers [Su at al., 1977] . Case and statistical studies reveal that the waves typically exhibit wavelengths from 2000 to 7000 km and therefore wave numbers m from 15 to 120 [e. g., Takahashi et al., 1985; Zhu and Kivelson, 1991; Lessard et al., 1999; Vaivads et al., 2001] .
Three causes for the compressional pulsations have been proposed: drift mirror instabilities due to pressure anisotropies [Hasegawa, 1969; Pokhotelov et al., 1985; Cheng and Lin, 1987] , drift-bounce instabilities [Southwood, 1976; Chen and Hasegawa, 1991] , and the injection of blobs of plasma sheet plasma into the inner magnetosphere [Haerendel. et al., 1999] .
The drift mirror instability occurs spontaneously in inhomogeneous high ß plasmas (ß is the ratio of plasma pressure to magnetic pressure) when the pressure perpendicular to the 4 magnetic field exceeds that in the parallel direction. By extending the theory for the mirror instability [Chandrasekhar et al., 1958] to include gradients in the magnetic field B and the hot plasma density n, a coexisting cold plasma, and the effect of finite cyclotron radius, Hasegawa [1969] showed that the growing mode becomes oscillatory (in space) via coupling with drift waves produced by ?B and ?n. The fluid dynamic criterion for the mirror instability is:
where T II,⊥ are the plasma temperatures parallel and perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field and µ 0 is the permeability of free plasma.
Magnetic field strength enhancements should energize particles with pitch angles near 90°
but squeeze out those with lower pitch angles, normalized particle fluxes should peak more narrowly about 90° pitch angles during field strength enhancements than during field strength depressions [Southwood and Kivelson, 1993] .
By contrast, Southwood [1980] and Kivelson and Southwood [1985] suggested that large amplitude ULF waves can be generated through a resonant interaction between the drift-bounce motion of the particles and an azimuthally propagating wave in an inhomogeneous background field. The wave frequency ? must satisfy the resonance condition:
where ? d and ? b are the angular drift and bounce frequencies, N is an integer, and m is the azimuthal wave number. The particles that satisfy this resonance condition see a constant wave electric field so the wave will either grow or damp depending on the structure of the particle distribution and the energy availability. Southwood et al. [1969] showed that the N= ±1 resonances should dominate in the magnetosphere and that the most easily excited waves should be antisymmetric about the equator. They also showed that the resonant particle contribution to wave growth or damping depends on the sign of df/dW, where f denotes phase space density and 5 W stands for particle kinetic energy. The instability occur when there is a sufficient spatial gradient in some part of the resonant distribution or if the plasma velocity distribution is inverted at some point such that df/dW > 0 [Southwood and Hughes, 1983] . Southwood [1973] predicted that particle flux oscillations associated with the wave just above the resonant energy should be 180° out of phase with those just below. In a second mode of interaction, low energy particles undergo a resonant interaction with a slowly-propagating or nearly stationary wave, with the resonant condition given by ? = ? b .
Haerendel et al. [1999] reported the frequent occurrence of azimuthally-limited, asymmetric, high-beta (1 < ß <10) plasma blobs outside ~9 R E in the equatorial post-midnight to early morning magnetosphere. They indicated that the sunward-drifting blobs might result from some sort of mirror waves instability, and attributed the source of the plasma in the blobs to the morningside boundary layer at distances further tailward. However, Haerendel et al. [2004] noted similar events in Cluster observations much further (~19 R E ) from Earth in the postmidnight magnetotail. They then attributed both sets of events to the pulsed earthward transport of blobs originating in the plasma sheet during the recovery and post-recovery phases of substorms.
Due to the antiphase relationship between the density/pressure and the magnetic field strength, the waves might also be interpreted in terms of slow mode MHD waves. However, numerous studies have shown that the waves propagate perpendicular to the magnetic field at velocities far slower than those expected for slow mode waves in the magnetosphere.
Consequently we do not consider this possibility further.
This paper employs high-time resolution THEMIS-A magnetic field and plasma observations to determine the characteristics of and test proposed mechanisms for compressional pulsations in the dawnside magnetosphere observed from 0800 to 1224 UT on 7 November 2007.
Instrumentation
The ESA electrostatic analyzer on the THEMIS spacecraft measures the distribution functions of 0.005 to 25 keV ions and 0.005 to 30 keV electrons over 4π-str and provides accurate 3s time resolution plasma moments, pitch angle and gyrophase particle distributions [McFadden et al., 2008] . The SST solid-state telescopes, each comprising two sensors, measure the superthermal (0.02 -1 MeV) parts of the ion and electron distributions over 3 π-str [Angelopoulos, 2008] . Neither the ESA nor the SST distinguish between ion species. The FGM triaxial fluxgate magnetometer measures the background magnetic field and its low frequency fluctuations up to 64 Hz [Auster at el., 2008] . Throughout most of their orbits, the spacecraft operate in slow survey mode, returning magnetic field vectors, plasma moments calculated on board, and spectra with 3s time resolution, but full ESA and SST particle distribution functions only once every several minutes. During fast survey mode, the spacecraft also return ESA and SST particle distribution functions with reduced angular resolution every 3s. Full or reduced distribution functions are needed to calculate temperature and pressure anisotropies taking into account the spacecraft potential. 
Orbits

Observations
The interval from 0800 to 1230 UT on 7 The weak second harmonic seen in the Bz component and total magnetic field strength during this interval resembles that previously reported at geosynchronous orbit by Coleman [1970] , namely the magnetic perturbation of the compressional component oscillates with a 9 frequency twice as high as that the transverse component. Zhu and Kivelson [1994] found numerous such events in the dawnside and duskside magnetosphere beyond 9 R E which Takahashi et al. [1987a] interpreted as harmonic structures in a model for an antisymmetric standing wave. We defer detailed discussion of THEMIS observations of this phenomenon to a subsequent paper. 
Wave characteristics
From top to bottom, Figure 7 presents THEMIS-A ESA 5-10 keV ion pitch angle distributions, the same ion pitch angle distributions normalized to the peak flux at each instant, 5-10 keV ion gyrophase distributions integrated over 45-135° pitch angles, the FGM magnetic field strength, and the ESA ion number density moment from 1100 UT to 1130 UT. Ion pitch angle distributions peak near 90°, as is typical during compressional Pc5 waves [Kremser et al., 1981] . Both the plasma density (primarily cold particles) and the flux of 5-10 keV ions vary in antiphase with the magnetic field strength. Since particles with 0° phase angles are moving duskward (+Y) and those with 90° phase angles are moving antisunward (-X), the fact that increases and decreases in particle flux first appear at 180° phase angles and only later (? T = 90
to 180s) at 0° phase angles in the presence of a northward magnetospheric magnetic field indicates sunward-moving wavefronts.
For comparison with the predictions of the three proposed models, we can determine the proton gyroradius r gyro , the azimuthal wavefront velocity V dr , the wavelength ?, and the azimuthal wave number m from the observed gyrophase lags ? T and wave periods T using the following formulae:
V dr =2r gyro /? T
?=V dr T (5)
where R sc is the radial distance of the spacecraft from Earth, m p is the mass of a proton, B is the observed magnetic field strength, q is the charge of a proton, and E is the energy of the particles (taken as the geometric mean for this energy channel or 7 keV here). Figure 8 presents the results of these calculations for the full interval from 0800 UT to 1224 UT, but plotted as a function of radial distance from Earth. Pulsation 'periods' slowly decrease from more than 30 min at 10.5 R e to values ranging from 13 to 15 min at 12.3 R E and beyond. Gyroradii increase from 600 to 800 km. The velocity of the waves inferred from the finite gyroradius technique is ~ 10 km s -1 sunward.
Finally, wavelengths ranged from values greater than 10000 km near Earth to values less than 10000 km further away, resulting in azimuthal wave numbers ranging from less than 40 near Earth to almost 80 further away.
Test of three proposed models
In this section, we test the predictions of the drift-bounce, plasma blob, and drift-mirror model predictions for wave generation on 7 November 2007.
Drift bounce resonance test
The drift-bounce model predicts the existence of a particle population whose bounce and drift frequencies resonate with and provide energy to compressional waves in the magnetosphere. The phase relationship between particle fluxes and the wave should vary 180° across the resonant frequency. For antisymmetric waves with wavelengths parallel to the magnetic field much greater than those perpendicular to the magnetic field, there are two resonant energies for a given frequency ? [Southwood et al., 1969] .
To obtain the energy of the high-energy resonant protons required for drift bounce resonance for low frequency waves with ? << m? d , we equate integral multiples of the drift and bounce frequencies determined from the formula of Hamlin et al. [1961] , i.e. we set m? d = -N?
b . Then the energy W of the resonant protons can be determined from W = 1/2 (m p V 2 /q) with the velocity given by (πqB 0 R E /6m p )1/(P(π/2)T(π/2))(|N|/mL 2 ), T(a) = 1.30 -0.56 sin a, and P(a) = 0.35 + 0.15 sin a for a = π/2. We set N = -1 and use the values for m derived using finite gradient techniques above. The bottom panel of Figure 8 shows that the energy required for the resonant drift-bounce protons was typically 24 to 72 keV, but ranged as large at 710 keV. To obtain the energy W of the low-energy protons required for bounce resonance, we set ? = ? b .
The proton energies required for the low-energy resonance range from 12 to 140 eV.
Inspection of Figure 5 provides no evidence for significant particle fluxes at either the high energies greater than 24 keV or the low energies from 12 to 140 eV required for resonance with the compressional waves. Nor does the figure provide any evidence for a reversal in the phase relationship between particles fluxes across these resonant energies. We therefore rule out the bounce drift resonance as a possible candidate for generation of the compressional waves.
Criterion for plasma blob convection
The compressional pulsations may correspond to high ß plasma blobs injected by geomagnetic substorms. If so, the pulsations should begin, or attain greater amplitudes, when enhanced ion fluxes arrive shortly after the onset of the two weak substorms observed in ground magnetograms at 1000 and 1110 UT. Although Figure 6 indicates that dispersed injections of enhanced electron fluxes arrive at 1010 and 1130 UT, Figure 5 provides no evidence for any corresponding increases in the ion fluxes. Figure 4 indicates that neither peak nor minimum densities associated with the waves vary significantly at these times. Figure 3 demonstrates that convection velocities increase gradually throughout the interval from 0800 to 1224 UT, rather than abruptly at the substorm onset times. We therefore conclude that the wave activity is not associated with the arrival of drifting clouds of ions injected by substorms.
Mirror instability test
We expect plasma and magnetic field conditions observed during drift mirror mode waves to satisfy the specified instability criteria, the waves to propagate thro ugh the ambient 13 plasma at the ion gradient curvature drift velocity, and ion pitch angle distributions to peak more strongly near 90° pitch angles during enhancements in the magnetic field strength than during depressions in the magnetic field strength.
The bottom panel of Figure 4 presents results from the fluid dynamic test for the mirror instability, Equation 1, where a negative value indicates instability. The criterion is only satisfied during sporadic intervals of weak magnetic field strength and enhanced plasma pressure after 0940 UT (grey shading), when the amplitude of the oscillations also increases.
This is similar to results obtained in the past for waves attributed to the drift mirror instability. Zhu and Kivelson [1994] and Vaivads et al. [2001] also reported that the instability was only satisfied during intermittant intervals whereas Lanzerotti et al. [1969] ; Takahashi et al.
[1987b]; Baumjohann et al. [1987] ; Woch et al. [1988] presented events which did not satisfy the instability. However, Rae et al. [2007] analyzed Equator-S observations indicating that the criterion was satisfied throughout most of an extended (~7 hour) interval at radial distances up to L~ 11 in the dawnside magnetosphere. As shown in some theoretical papers [Pokhotelov et al., 1986; Cheng and Lin, 1987; Woch et al., 1988] , incorporating the effects of a more realistic magnetic field geometry such as a non-bi-Maxwellian velocity distribution or the coupling with other modes may reduce the instability threshold. Hellinger [2008] reported that the threshold condition for the drift mirror instability in the case of one cold species was incorrect and it was difficult to get it analytically in this case.
The unstable wave propagates at the ion drift velocity that is dependent on the direction of pressure gradient that is inward in our observations. We determined velocity of the waves inferred from the finite gyroradius technique that is ~ 10 km s -1 sunward. This velocity represents the sum of the particle drift velocities and the background ExB convection. Using . This requires an electric field of 0.5 mV/m which seems reasonable for this quiet day. Our results are consistent with those of Takahashi et al. [1987c] , who reported, that the compressional waves move westward in the plasma rest frame.
Finally, we expect ion pitch angle distributions to peak more strongly near 90° pitch angles during magnetic field strength enhancements than during magnetic field strength depressions.
Inspection of the normalized 5-10 keV ion pitch angle distributions shown in Figure 7 confirm that this was indeed the case.
We conclude that although the instability criteria were only sporadically satisfied, the main properties of observations on 7 November 2007 are consistent with an interpretation of the waves in terms of the drift-mirror instability.
Conclusions
We used high-time resolution THEMIS -A magnetic and plasma data to determine the characteristics of compressional pulsations seen in the dawnside magnetosphere at distances of 10.5 to 13 R E from Earth on 7 November 2007. In contrast to previous reports, pulsation periods slowly decreased, but amplitudes slowly increased, over this radial distance. We showed that the sum of the magnetic and plasma pressures was maintained during the pulsations, i.e. that they oscillated in antiphase.
Ion temperatures were greater perpendicular than parallel to the magnetic field. By contrast, electron temperatures were almost isotropic. Electron temperatures were small, but not negligible, by comparison with ion temperatures. They must be used for accurate calculation of the mirror mode instability criteria.
We inferred the motion of the wave fronts from the finite gyroradius effects seen in observations of 5-10 keV ions, whose fluxes peaked near 90° pitch angles. The waves generally 15 move sunward at velocities ~10 km s -1 with the background plasma convection flow or antisunward in the rest plasma frame. Wavelengths ? ranged from 6700 to 23300 km, indicating azimuthal numbers m in the range from 18 to 76. The characteristics of the waves discussed in this paper are consistent with those for compressional pulsations determined in previous studies.
We considered three possible explanations for the waves: a drift-bounce instability, substorm injection, and the drift-mirror instability. We found that particles with low energies of 12-140 eV or high energies of 24 -710 keV would have been required to account for driftbounce resonance during this interval, but inspection revealed only background fluxes of particles with these energies. Nor was there any evidence for substorm injections of suprathermal ions or abrupt enhancements in convection.
We tested the mirror instability criterion for the interval from 0800 UT to 1224 UT and found that it was satisfied during sporadic intervals of weak magnetic field strength and enhanced plasma pressure after 0940 UT. Consistent with an interpretation in terms of drift mirror mode waves, plasma and magnetic pressures varied in antiphase, the waves moved sunward at speeds similar to those predicted by the theory, and ion pitch angle distributions were anisotropic and peaked more strongly near 90° pitch angles during magnetic field strength enhancements than during magnetic field strength depressions. Further observational and theoretical development of theory is required to shed light on the real nature of the driving mechanism of compressional pulsations. observed by THEMIS-A. From top to bottom, the panels show the 5-10 keV ion pitch angle distribution, the 5-10 keV ion pitch angle distribution normalized to the peak flux during each spin, the 5-10 keV ion gyrophase distribution integrated over pitch angles 45° -135°, the magnetic field magnitude, and the ion number density versus time. 
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